"SPECIAL" ROTATION

Some coppers are... pretty good guys! Farewell is said this week to Warrant Officer Tom Jones (right) from Sunderland of the Royal Military Police (Special Investigation Branch) who leaves the SIU post to Warrant Officer Les Hooper from Southampton.

JARRING TO MEET U THANT AT UN HEADQUARTERS, NY

Ambassador Gunnar Jarring (of Sweden), U Thant’s special representative in the Middle East, is scheduled to arrive in New York today to meet with the Secretary-General.

In a message to Mr. Jarring, U Thant said he felt it would be useful at this stage to consult and exchange views as only limited communication was possible through cable messages.

Among the subjects to be considered at the meeting, the Secretary-General said, would be possible next steps and prospects for entering upon a new stage in the discussions with the parties concerned.

Ambassador Jarring has been carrying out his mission as special peace envoy to the Middle East under the terms of a UN Security Council resolution adopted last November. This called for appointment of a special representative of the Secretary-General to contact the States in conflict “to promote an agreement and assist in the efforts to achieve a peaceful and accepted settlement”.

After consultation with the Secretary-General, Mr. Jarring will return to the Middle East and resume his efforts.

UN BODY URGES RETURN OF MID-EAST DEPORTEES

A draft proposal calling on the UN Commission on Human Rights — currently meeting at UN Headquarters in New York — to affirm the right of the people displaced or deported as a result of last June’s Middle East conflict to return to their homes was submitted last week by India, Pakistan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Yugoslavia.

The proposal would also have the Commission affirm that it was the obligation of the Government concerned to ensure the return of the people without delay.

India, in introducing the four-power draft, said that purely humanitarian considerations had motivated its sponsors. It was, India added, an indication of the concern at the state of tension in the area and represented a "timely reminder" to Israel to act with humanity.

AFTER WASHINGTON TALKS

Time to Halt Suffering In Viet-Nam, S-G Says

UNITED Nations Secretary-General, U Thant, said last week that the world was "anguished and sickened by the continued intensity and savagery of the war" in Viet-Nam. It was "time to call a halt" to hostilities in the area.

U Thant said: "It is heart-rending to witness the agony of the innocent civilians who cannot possibly know what it is all about. Also the military casualties steadily mount.

The ugliness of the war is matched only by its futility. There can be no victory, no defeat, only more suffering, more death and more destruction.

The very survival of Viet-Nam is at stake. It is time to call a halt."

A statement issued by the Secretary-General on Saturday, following his meeting with President Johnson in Washington on Wednesday of last week, U Thant reiterated his view that peace talks would follow a halt to the bombing of North Viet-Nam.

"If such a step were to be taken, I am more than ever convinced that meaningful talks will take place much earlier than is generally supposed - even perhaps within a matter of days", said U Thant.

The Secretary-General added: "As for the questions concerning the conduct of the fighting after the unconditioned cessation of the bombing particularly in the Demilitarized Zone and across the frontiers, it can reasonably be assumed that these will be dealt with in good faith.

The parties themselves should solve this problem in order to allow for the larger negotiations to take place, with the participation of all parties concerned".

Touching on the worldwide effect caused by continued hostilities in Viet-Nam, U Thant said the war there "has already poisoned the atmosphere" and strained international relations. This strain, he added, "is keenly felt in the United Nations whose effective functioning has been impaired as a result of witnessing more and more the unfortunate and undesirable repercussions of this war in other parts of the world."

The Secretary-General’s visit to Washington followed his talks on Viet-Nam with Government leaders in New Delhi, Moscow, London and Paris, and with representatives of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam.

U Thant met for an hour with President Johnson and subsequently had a working lunch with US Secretary of State Dean Rusk.

Norway Contributes To UNICEF Costs

UN Secretary-General, U Thant, in a communication dated 16 February and sent to the Permanent Representative of Norway to the United Nations, Mr Edward Hambo, expressed satisfaction for the contribution of 60,139.55 (US dollars) made by the Government of Norway on 8 February towards the expenses of the United Nations Force in Cyprus.

MCNAMARA ASSUMES BANK POST IN APRIL

Mr. Robert S. McNamara will assume the presidency of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and its two affiliates, the International Finance Corporation and the International Development Association, on the first of April, according to an announcement made by the World Bank last
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DANCON NYT

Det er nødvendigt at glemme!

EN PÅ FRAKKEN

Kunne De vælge Døm at læg en bokse? Så har De i det mindste chancen til det her på DANCON VIII, idet DANCON's "spørste- deling" arrangerer treningstræning Bernsmuns hver onsdag og fredag mellem kl 1330 og 1430.

HAR DE SET...?
ST. HILARIAN-BORGEN


IRCON NEWS

Checking and preparing ammunition for hand over to 10 lat Group 10 to St. COMS Jim O'Sullivan and Sgt John Frayne. COMS O'Sullivan from Ennis. Co Clare has 14 years Army service. Sgt Frayne Group in the Curragh Camp and serves with No 1 Gunners Company Ordnance Corps, has 8 years Army service.
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF PRESENTS UN MEDAL

Major Robin Beazie (right) who is attached to UNICCF HQ receives the Cyprus Medal from the Deputy Chief of Staff, Col H.C.F. Elliott at a recent parade at Camp Maple Leaf.

CANCON NEWS
(Canadian Forces Photos)

OUTPOST DUTY — Cpl Martin Russell, of Glaas Bay, N.S., tries out the defensive positions that surround his outpost at the Tuka Lime Plant.

Cal Bill Power and Bob Boys of the Fort Garry Horse, pose in the forest of their Ferret Scout Car.

JUOSTIHIN MAASTOSSA


FINCON NEWS
Pataljoonan maastojoukkueen päällikkö, jalkapallojoukkueen päävalmentaja HK:n, suunniteltu maastopeli.
Security Council Moves To Act On SW Africans Prisoner Issue

THE seven African, Asian and Latin American members of the 15-nation UN Security Council have called on that Council to demand the immediate release and repatriation of the 33 South West Africans recently sentenced to prison terms by the Republic of South Africa under the Republic's so-called "Terrorism Act".

A draft resolution submitted on Monday by the seven Powers would further have the Council decide that, should the South African Government fail to comply with this demand, the Council should meet immediately to consider the application of effective measures to get it to do so.

Submission of this new resolution — by the representatives of Algeria, Brazil, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Paraguay and Senegal — follows a period of consultation among Security Council members on how to handle South Africa's continued refusal to heed earlier Council demands for release and repatriation of the South West Africans.

No date has so far been set for a meeting of the Council.

FORCE REME ELEVEN TAKES MINOR UNITS CUP

UNFICYP Workshops, REME, always the better side, beat a combined RAMC/RADC/REME/PROVOST team from the Sovereign Base Area in the Minor Units Cup Final at Dhekеля on Wednesday, 21 February. Before the match started both teams were introduced to Lieutenant Colonel E.J. Youngusband, CRCT.

Taking the initiative right from the start, Workshops swarmed to the attack; quick thinking by Stroud enabled them to open their account in the eighteenth minute. This goal was the springboard from which Workshops so devastatingly plunged throughout this half.

A further goal came when Tiley slammed home a twenty-five yard shot, which the goalkeeper was unable to hold.

Half time: RAMC/RADC/REME/PROVOST 0 UNFICYP Workshops 2.

During the interval the Pipe Band of the Canadian Black Watch entertained the large crowd with stirring Scottish melodies.

The pattern of the game was reversed after the interval with the opponents increasing pressure but Workshops' defence stood up well. However, the Sovereign Base team did score twice which left the game wide open.

The goal that mattered came in the last minute when Neubitt picking up a loose ball in his own half beat two men then, when everyone expected a forward pass, unleashed a terrific drive from thirty-five yards out that beat the Base goalkeeper all ends up. A brilliant goal.

Playing with verve and precision throughout the game, Cfn Boast of Workshops was easily the outstanding player.

The Minor Units Knock-out Cup is proudly displayed by Corporal John Lumden from Hensworth, Yorks, who skippered the UNFICYP REME Workshops team to victory. Corporal Lumden is also an accomplished basketball player and has played for HQ UNFICYP and the Army (Cyprus) teams on several occasions.

ROAD SAFETY CORNER

HERE are five points to remember when driving:

1. CONCENTRATION
Under existing traffic conditions, absolute concentration is the key to good driving.

2. DIRECTION
By concentrating on road conditions and situations, an intelligent driver can interpret those of others or changes in road surfaces and direction well in advance and is thus prepared for emergencies.

3. COURTESY
Consideration for the needs and limitations of other road users, particularly cyclists, people in charge of animals, the elderly and the young, and restraint in coping with traffic situations are the hall marks of the professional driver.

4. CARE OF PEDESTRIANS
Many pedestrians, particularly the elderly, and the very young, have little or no idea of stopping distance under varying conditions, they may be deaf, they may be invisible behind a parked vehicle.

5. POSITIONING
Keep to the left except when overtaking or turning right. Keep a distance of at least your vehicle's length for every 10 M.P.H. of your speed between you and the vehicle in front — unless you are overtaking.

Give these points the attention they deserve.

OF MALE INTEREST
UN GROUP URGES FURTHER STUDY ON FAMILY PLANNING

The UN Commission on the Status of Women has concluded a three-week session at UN Headquarters in New York. Among its decisions was one providing for continuation of a study of family planning as it affects the status of women.

The Commission is particularly interested in determining the effect of lack of family planning on the status of women in countries suffering from over-population.

The Commission also called for condemnation of slavery as well as what it held to be similar practices of apartheid and colonialism. It urged that steps be taken to extend the practice of political rights already granted to women throughout most of the world; and, it called for examination of ways of improving the status of women in matters of family law such as property rights and issues of marriage and divorce.

Statistical Commission Opens in N.Y.

The UN Statistical Commission opened its 15th session last week at the United Nations Headquarters in New York.

Mr. Philippe de Seynes, UN Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs, said that the work of the Commission in the field of international statistics during the past 20 years had enabled Third World countries to see what progress they had been making.

The Commission elected Mr. Keith McRae Archer of Australia as its chairman.

New UN Air-Mail Stamp